Island morphology statistics and growth mechanism for oxidation of the Al(111) surface with thermal O2 and NO.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was employed to study the mechanism for the oxidation of Al(111) with thermal O2 and NO in the 20%-40% monolayer coverage regime. Experiments show that the islands formed upon exposure to thermal O2 and NO have dramatically different shapes, which are ultimately dictated by the dynamics of the gas surface interaction. The circumference-to-area ratio and other island morphology statistics are used to quantify the average difference in the two island types. Ultrahigh-vacuum STM was employed to make the following observations: (1) Oxygen islands on the Al(111) surface, formed upon exposure to thermal oxygen, are elongated and noncompact. (2) Mixed O/N islands on the Al(111) surface, formed upon exposure to thermal nitric oxide (NO), are round and compact. (3) STM movies acquired during thermal O2 exposure indicate that a complex mechanism involving chemisorption initiated rearrangement of preexisting oxygen islands leads to the asymmetric and elongated island shapes. The overall mechanism for the oxidation of the Al(111) surface can be summarized in three regimes. Low coverage is dominated by widely isolated small oxygen features (<3 O atoms) where normal dissociative chemisorption and oxygen abstraction mechanisms are present. At 20%-40% monolayer coverage, additional oxygen chemisorption induces rearrangement of preexisting islands to form free-energy minimum island shapes. At greater than approximately 40% monolayer coverage, the apparent surface oxygen coverage asymptotes corresponding to the conversion of the 2D islands to 3D Al2O3 surface crystallites. The rearrangement of oxygen islands on the surface to form the observed islands indicates that there is a short-range oxygen-oxygen attractive potential and a long-range oxygen-oxygen repulsive potential.